The first service in Australia and New Zealand to produce premium hardcover books on-demand from one to 250 copies. Our products are perfect for self-publishing, portfolios, client albums and limited editions. Contact Jackie in our Wellington office on 0800 755 744. momentopro.co.nz

The NZPOTY Awards 2016 are open for entry from early November to mid January 2017. Entry is open to unpublished, self published and trade published photobooks by New Zealand citizens, residents and companies. Submission criteria and prizes details available online. photobookoftheyear.co.nz

Photobook New Zealand was founded by the members of Photoforum Inc, to celebrate locally created independent photography books. The inaugural event includes a book fair, exhibitions, presentations and panel discussions about photography in book form. 11-13 March 2016. photoforum-nz.org

This award has been proudly sponsored by

Photobook New Zealand

momentopro

The first service in Australia and New Zealand to produce premium hardcover books on-demand from one to 250 copies. Our products are perfect for self-publishing, portfolios, client albums and limited editions. Contact Jackie in our Wellington office on 0800 755 744. momentopro.co.nz
NEW ZEALAND PHOTOOBOOK OF THE YEAR AWARDS 2015

Photobook New Zealand and Momento Pro joined forces to establish an award series that celebrates excellence and innovation in photo book creation, and to showcase the work of New Zealand photo artists to local and international audiences. The prizes valued at $10,500 are designed to help photographers create, produce and promote their publications. Vote for your favourite finalist by completing and submitting a People's Choice Award form.

TRADE PUBLISHED FINALISTS

WINNER
FROM CERTAINTY TO DOUBT
Mark Purdom
Published by Ramp Press

COMMENDED
CREAMY PSYCHOLOGY
Yvonne Todd
Published by Victoria University Press

COMMENDED
VERNACULAR - THE EVERYDAY LANDSCAPE OF NEW ZEALAND
David Straight
Published by Potton + Burton

COMMENDED
WHEN THE SUN SETS YOUR EYES CHANGE COLOUR (I HOPE THIS IS TRUE)
Solomon Mortimer & Zahra Killeen-Chance
Published by Bloom Publishing

SELF PUBLISHED FINALISTS

WINNER
CASCADE
Solomon Mortimer

COMMENDED
CASCADE
Shelley Jacobson

COMMENDED
THE INBETWEEN
Georgia Periam

JUDGES
David Cook
Harvey Benge
Paul McNamara
Geoffrey H. Short
Anna Brown

CREDIT:
Cover image by Georgia Periam
Book images by David Cook

KARAKIA
Ben Clement, Sallyann Clement
Published by Bloom Publishing

NEW ZEALAND PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTED
Te Papa Press
Published by Te Papa Press

THE IMPERIAL BODY
Fiona Arnndsen
Published by split/fountain

WHEN THE SUN SETS YOUR EYES CHANGE COLOUR (I HOPE THIS IS TRUE)
Solomon Mortimer & Zahra Killeen-Chance
Published by Te Papa Press

SOME KIND OF LIFE IN DYING
Shelley Ashford

THE REALITY PRINCIPLE
Yvonne Shaw

WAIPUREKU
Conor Findlay